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MADE IN AMERICA WITH IMPORTED MATERIALS

scott group custom carpets
Scott Group Custom Carpets, authentically designed and produced in the USA since 1969, uses 

only the finest, most luxurious natural fibers. The collaborative and one-on-one custom design process 

between our in-house design team members and customers speaks to our devotion and commitment 

to delivering exceptional results. Scott Group Custom Carpets provides elegance and sophistication 

in homes, on planes, and in some of  the world’s most well-known buildings and luxury boutiques.



Boreas Collection 

Wind is defined as the natural movement of air at any velocity in 
any direction. Although invisible, through the interaction with its 
surroundings, the wind’s patterns and behavior can be captured. 
The movement of air can dramatically change scenery, shift nature 
and leave lasting impressions.

The Boreas Collection tells a beautiful story of the power behind 
the movement of wind. Striking twists and turns that naturally 
shape a landscape, the mesmerizing propulsion of windmills on 
a countryside, the movement of mist over water...
We’ve captured the essence of wind’s motion on land, sea and air.



For centuries, civilizations have learned to 
transform the power of the wind into a 
physical force. From moving water to grinding 
grain, the rhythmic, serene and circular 
motion creates unseen force that provides 
purpose and energy.  

ENERGY



W89613:  Aomori with silk

Shown left: 
Aomori with silk



W89873:  Breggia Loop with silk, worsted wool and wool cashmere

W89873:  Breggia Loop with silk, worsted wool and wool 
cashmere

W89759:  Suspension Scape II with silk

W89675:  Seis II with silk W89869:  Breggia with silk and wool cashmere



W89806:  Aeolus II with silk

Shown left: 
Aeolus II with silk



The warmth of the land combined with the 
coolness of the open water can create a rush 
of prevailing winds. Warm sea breezes make 
the water churn and mist providing a magnificent 
show of natural wonder. 

PREVAILING WINDS



W89871:  Hera with silk and worsted wool

Shown left: 
Hera with silk and worsted wool



W89786:  Emperor’s Grid 5/16” with silk W89870:  BotaVino with silk

W87052:  Kenton with silk and worsted wool W89611:  Milano Grid with silk

Shown right:
BotaVino with silk and Kenton with silk and worsted wool 



W89614:  Eko (S-0.5)

Shown left: 
Eko (S-0.5)



Formed by layers upon layers of rock, canyons 
show true weathering of time. Wind combined 
with water and erosion have sculpted these 
impressive natural structures into the striped 
fascia that utters understated grandeur and 
total uniqueness. 

EROSION



W89868:  Selene with silk

Shown left: 
Selene with silk



W89680:  Otaru with silk W89761:  Focus Grid 5/16” with silk and lurex

BA-1227:  Corelli BA-1234:  Corelli

Shown right: 
Focus Grid 5/16” with silk and lurex



W89805:  BotaVino with silk

Shown left: 
Selene with silk and BotaVino with silk



Heavy winds can carve their way through sand 
leaving expressive sandstone formations in it’s 
path. The result is nothing short of mystifying and 
miraculous. The subtlety of natural tones and 
rich textures provides a complex visual outcome.

SCULPTURAL



BA-1226:  Labelle BA-1229:  Culpataro

BA-1228:  Milanos W89846:  Mesa with silk

Shown right: 
Labelle



W89678:  Kaiya with silk

Shown left: 
Kaiya with silk



A.  W89613:  Aomori with silk
D.  W89869:  Breggia with silk and wc
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B.  W89806:  Aeolus II with silk
E.  W89675:  Seis II with silk
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C. W89873:  Breggia loop with silk, ww, wc
F.  W89759:  Suspension Scape II with silk 

A.  W89870:  BotaVino with silk
D.  W89871:  Hera with silk and ww

B.  W89614:  Eko (S-0.5)
E.  W89611:  Milano Grid with silk

C. W89786:  Emperor’s Grid 5/16” with silk
F.  W87052:  Kenton with silk and ww

A.  W89805:  BotaVino with silk
D.  W89868:  Selene with silk

B.  BA-1234:  Corelli
E.  BA-1227:  Corelli

C. W89761:  Focus Grid 5/16” with silk, lrx
F.  W89680:  Otaru with silk

A.  BA-1229:  Culpataro
B.  W89678:  Kaiya with silk
C.  W89846:  Mesa with silk
D.  BA-1226:  Labelle
E.  BA-1228:  Milanos



Scott Group Studio is a family of  local and global 
custom, luxury rug and carpet brands with a single 
purpose: to provide unsurpassed quality and service. 
Our handcrafting heritage traces back to 1969, and 
our quality craftsmanship serves residential, corporate, 
aviation, and marine interiors markets. All 
Scott Group Studio brands—Scott Group Custom 
Carpets, Hokanson, PWV—share a devotion to 
worthy materials, humble artistry, and a caring touch.
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